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In tills paper a Simplified Matrix Algorithm (SMA) is presented. It is based. on some 
simplifications to an already known Matrix Algorithm [1]. · , , . 

A broad class of problems is identified, and optimality <;:riteria •are established, for ·which the 
SMA operates as an optimal algorithm. Tests performed on 'cases from this ciass indicate the 
efficiency of this algorithm. 

I ' .; , '· 

1. Introduction 

In this paper we present the Simplified Matrix Algorithm (SMA). SMA is based 
on some technical refinements of an original algorithm, the Matrix Algorithm 
(MA), which is directly connected with the dual of a linear formulation of the 
lot size problem. These refinements are not only feasible - they, are 
a consequence of some properties of the (MA), but also desirable. The proofs of 
the properties are included in Appendix 2, 
A broad class of problems is identified for which the SMA always gives optimal 
solutions. Computational results are presented and they include a comparison 
of results with other known lot 'sizing techniques. 

2. Problem description and tbe matrix algorithm 
.' . . . 

The lot size problem (LSP), deals with the situation 'of seleiting a production 
planning policy (x1 , x 2, . .. , xN), in discrete time, to satisfy a forecasted demand 
(d1 , d2 , ... , dN) so as to minin:J.ize .the total cost ·of production, setup and 
holding inventory. 
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We consider the following basic model for the LSP, which is a generalized 
Wagner- Whitin model [3]. 

subject to 

where 

N 

min(L ck-xk + SI< · b(xk)+hk·il<) 
k=1 

ik = ik-1 +x~:-dk, 
i0 =iN= 0 
i1 , x1 ~ 0, 

k = 1, 2, ... , N 

k=1,2, .. . , N 

if X k > 0 
otherwise 

The following parameters (all nonnegative) are defined for period k: 
h" the inventory holding cost, in $/unit/period, 
c1 the ordering cost, in $/unit/period, 
sl the setup cost, in $, 
d" the demand, in units. 
The decision variables are: 
x" the amount to be produced (assumed available at the beginning of 

period k), 
ik the inventory level at the end of period k. 

The · following parameters, for 

where 

i=l , 2, .. . ,N, 

j = 1, 2, .. . , N ; 

CiJ = cii·di, (i,j), i~j 

j - 1 

cii=cu+Lhk, (i, j), i<j 
k=i 

C·· = C· (i) 
11 •' 

N 

and decision variables z;i , (i, j), i ~j, and Y; = b(L zii), (i), are introduced. It 
j=i 

can be shown (see Ferreira and Vidal [1]) that the basic model is equivalent to 
the following linear programming model: 

N j N 

min( L L C;j ' Zij+ L S;· Y;) , ci)> S; ~ 0 
j= 1 i = l i = l 
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subject to 
j 

L Z;j ~ 1, (J) 
i=l 

Y;-Zij ~ 0, (i , j), i ~j 

Z;j, Y; ~ 0, (i , j) 

By studying dual model (see Apendix 1) of the linear programming formula
tion, the MA, an algorithm always giving an optimal solution to the LSP (even 
in the case of time-varying cost parameters) has been developed in [1]. The 
SMA is a technical refinement of the MA, and is based on some insights into 
the cost structure of the LSP. For this reason we present here the MA but 
suggest the reader to get familiar with an example included in [1]. The 
auxiliary variables S{ are defined in Appendix 1. 

MA 

1. Set S?=S;, i=l, ... , N 

2. Set j = 1 

3. Set A.i = m~n{Cii+s{- 1 }, (i ~j) 
' 

J - ' ' 1 ij ~ "'-j i ~ . {SJ-1 'f c 1 

4. Sets,- sJ-l_(A..-c .. ) 'f c.. A..' ( ""'J) 
l J lJ ' 1 IJ < ) 

5. If j = N go to point 6, otherwise set j = j + 1 and go to 3. 

6. Find one i, at which, 

and 
S{ = 0 

7. Set .y; = 1 
Z;lt = 1, k = i , ... , j 

8. Set j = i- 1 and if j > 0 return to point 6. 

9. Stop. 

3. SMA - A new algorithm 

Many real problems arise in which one or more of the parameters have special 
characteristics such as being constant for all periods. This is one of the reasons 
why, in general, the methods referred to in the literature only consider or solve 
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these special problems. That encouraged us to try some simplifications of the 
MA. Of course, it could also be said that the modifications to be performed 
were suggested by observing that some calculations made while solving 
different problems by the MA seemed to be redundant. 
Anticipating the main conclusions, we say that for the problems having 
particularities such as non-increasing ordering costs or non-decreasing setup 
costs, the modified algorithm, the SMA, will not compromise the essential 
feature of exact method, while significantly reducing the computational time. 
On the other hand, the algorithm thus obtained proved to be an efficient 
heuri~tic for the general LSP. · 
Let us then start with some cost structure properties of the MA. The proofs 
may · be found in the Appendix 2. · . 

P.l - In a problem with non-increasing ordering costs (ci ;;:: ci+ 1> i = 1, ... 
. . . , N -1), Cii ;;:: Cu, 1 ~ i ~ l ~ j < N, that is, the elements of the 
matrix [C;i] do not increase in the same column from up to down. 

The example given below shows that problems not satisfying the hypothesis of 
P.1 may not respect this property. 
P.2 - In a problem with non-increasing ordering costs (c;;;:: ci+l• i = 1, ... 

... , N-1), if 
s~. = o, 1 < i* ~ k ~ N 

then 
A.i = min {Cii+s{- 1

}, .k <j ~N. 
i*~i~j 

One could be tempted to think that in case of finding Sf = 0 for k ;;:: i, while 
following the MA. it should be optimal to start production at period i. That 
may not be correct as the example shows. However, if in point 6 of the MA the 
search for one i, such that Cii ~ A.; and S{ = 0, is made from the last to the first 
period, it turns out that finding s~ = 0, k ;;:: i, is sufficient to decide that 
production should start at period i. The next property enters in this conside
ration. 
P.3 - In a problem with non-increasing ordering costs (c; ;;:: C;+ 1 , i = 1, ... 

. . . , N -1) condition Cii ~ A.i can be suppressed from point 6 of the MA 
if for each j (1 ~ .i ~ N) we find the greater i (1 ~ i ~ j) such that S{ = 0. 

The example also shows that if the above mentioned assumptions are not 
fulfilled, then P.3 may not be satisfied. 
Exam pit 

Period 1 2 3 4 

Demand (d} 2 2 2 2 
Unit ordering cost (c;) 2 1 3 3 
Setup cost (S;) 4 8 1 6 
Unit inventory cost (h;) 1 1 1 
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We compute [cil] and (Cii] 

l 2 3 

[
2 3 4 5] 

[cii] = 3 j ' 2 4 6 

[
4 6 8 10] 

[Cii~ = 6 : 

. ' 

and start to find the solution of the problem: 

At this phase of the application of the MA, S~ :::::: 0 and A.3 = ·1. Neglecting the 
elements of the lines above line 3, for the computation of A.4 , . would carry 
a non-optimal solution: ·· 

with total cost 8+6+7+8 = 29. 
The optimal solution is 

with total cost 8 + 6+ 7 + 7 = 28. 

[
8 6 8 10] 

6 7 7 
7 8 

7 

[8 6 7 7] [A.J 

' I 

" ': 

Also observe that if condition Cii :;::; A.i had been dropped from point 6 of the 
MA; period 3 could have been identified as a productive period, because 
S1 = 0. 
Although it is possible to present and prove properties analogous to P.2 and 
P.3 (we call them P.4 and P.5) for problems with non-decreasing setup costs 
(Appendix 2), the example presented above clearly illustrates the impossibility 
of similar statements for cases with equal holding costs or equal demand in all 
periods. 
We are now in position of presenting the new algorithm, a simplified version of 
the MA, which is an optimal procedure to solve a LSP with non-increasing 
ordering costs or with non~ecreasing setup costs. 
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SMA 
1. Set S? = S;, i = 1, ... , N 

2. Set j = 1 and k = 1 

3. Set A.i = m~n { Cii+ s{- 1
} for i = k, ... , j 

I 

4 S S~ = i ' l ij 7 j {
sj- 1 ·f c >-A. 

. et ' ·-1 . Si -(A.i- C;i), tf Cii < A.r 

5. If j = N go to 8. 

6. If S{ = 0 set k = i. 

7. Set j = j + 1 and go to 3. 

8. Find the greater i such that S{ = 0. 

9. Set Y; = 1, z;1 = 1, l = i, ... , j . 

.t 0. Set j = i -1 and if j > 0 go to 8. Otherwise stop. 

4. Computational experiences 

The SMA inherited the characteristics of the MA. Moreover, it considerably 
reduced the number of comparison of costs. It is a simple technique to 
implement, even large-scale problems can easily be solved by hand calculations. 
The MA, the SMA and a well known lot-sizing heuristic, the Silver-Meal 
(SMH) [2], have been programmed what enabled us to make some computa
tional experiments. In a recent paper by Wemmerlov [4] the SMA is 
considered one of the best heuristics in terms of cost efficiency, consistency and 
model simplicity. In what concernes the Wagner- Whitin algorithm [3] it 
cannot be considered a serious contender in a real-life inventory system, due to 
the complexity and the computational requirements, [4]. 
It is known that the SMA may fail to give an optimal solution to problems not 
having any of the particularities referred to in the last section. A great number 
of these problems was randomly generated and the SMA always succeeded to 
give an optimal solution. This great efficiency was expected since we had the 
feeling that only the confluence of very special situations in the matrix [Cii] 
could provoke the failure of this algorithm. 
Table 1 presents the average computational times in seconds, on an IBM 3033 
computer, for problems with different number of periods. 
Tests on 308 problems with 12 and 24 periods were performed where for each 
~ ·pe of demand chol' ·-. different setup costs (S) and inventory holding costs (h) 
were fixed, with S/ h varying from 25 to 400. Table 2 illustrates tlre main results 
obtained for the S.M.H. 
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Table 1. Computational times in sec 

Periods MA SMA S.M.H. 

4 0.0014 0.0013 0.0007 
7 0.0033 0.0028 0.0012 

12 0.0085 0.0047 0.0021 
24 0.0330 0.0104 0.0049 
48 0.1257 0.0214 0.0079 

Table 2. Test of the S.M.H. 

% of problem with Relative cost 
optimal solution increase 

12 periods 76 0.33 
24 periods 50 0.81 

The relative cost increase was obtained by 

Relative cost increase= [C/C*-1] x 100 

where C is the total cost for the heuristic and C* is the optimal cost obtained 
by the MA. 
The relatively bad performance for the case of 24 periods is due to the inclusion 
of a few examples with frequent periods with no demand or with sharply 
declining demand patterns. 
Although at the expense of doubling the computation time of the SMH, we 
should emphasize that, for the problems under consideration, a straightforward 
optimal solution can be obtained by the SMA. 
Finally we will say that analysis of the computational results, under the relative 
perspective of heuristic or exact procedure, seems to confirm the SMA as 
a simple and very efficient method. 
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Appeadix 1 

The dual of the linear programming model is 

subject to 

N 

max L li 
j=l 

li - !Jii ~ C;i' 
N 

(i,]J, i ~j 

L {Jij ~ S;, (i) 
j=i 

j 

where li is the dual variable of the constraint L z;i ~ 1 and {Jii is the dual 
i=l 

variable of the constraint Y;-z;i ~ 0. 
The MA,and SMA use the following auxiliary variables Sj, defined by means of 
the dual variables {Jii• · 

{) .. = sJ-l_sJ (i 1·> i s::J· 
I) I I> > > ~ 

with · 
S? = S; (the setup cost at period i). 

S{ is then the part of the setup cost of production at period i that corresponds 
to periods after period j. 
For 1an economical interpretation of the dual variables see [1]. 

Appendix 2 

, Properties (and their proofs) related to the MA. 

P.l 

Proof. From the definition of matrix [Cii] we have: 
j - 1 

C;1 =(c;+ L hk)·d1, i~j 
k =i 

Supposing i < l ~ j, 
j-1 j~l 

Cii - C11 = (c;+ L h,.)-d1-(c1+ L hk) ·d1 
lt =i lt=l 

1- 1 

=(c;-c1)·d1+(I h,.)-d1 ~0 
k = i 

(1) 
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and then, 

, cu ~ c,j, . i < 1 ~i 

Inequality (1) is due to the assumption of non-increasing ordering costs and to 
the non-negativity of the variables. • 

P.2. 

Proof. If Sf· = 0 then S{. =:= .. 0 for j ~ k (see points 3 and 4 of the MA). 

P.l implies 

so, 

and 

min{Cii + S{- 1
} = Ci*i 

i~i· 

Consequently, 

Ai = min {Cii+S{- 1
} = mm {Cii+S/- 1

} 
i~j i*~i~j 

• 
P.3 

Proof. Point 6 in the MA starts with j =N. Let i* be the greater i such that 

(2) 

Assume that it was not optimal to produce at period i* to satisfy the demand 
till period N. Then, there should be a period i (i < i*) from which that demand 
could be satisfied in an optimal way. For that i obviously, 

Sf = 0 and ciN ~ AN 

But ci*N ~ ciN (P.l) and hence ci*N ~ AN. This last inequality together with (2) 
are sufficient conditions (point 6 of the MA) to start production at period i*, 
what contradicts our assumption. 
Following points 6, 7 and 8 ofthe.MA we will successively havej = i*-1 till 
j = 1. A similar reasoning (case j = N) can still be applied for any of these j's 
and then complete the proof. • 

P.4 

·In a problem with non-decreasing setup cost~ '(s; ~ Si.t 1 , i = ·I; , :. , N -1), if 
' • - • • • ~ • • ' I\_.~'., ,"); ; ~ '..,. ' - \, ' 

s~ = o, 1 < i~ ~ k'~ .. N .. ,q \i ! : -~ .... , . . . • 
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then 

A.i = mm {C;i+S{- 1
}, k <j ~ N 

;·~i~j 

Proof. We start assuming that line i* was the first (after line 1) we found while 
using the MA, in which S~. = 0, 1 < i* ~ k. If S~· = 0 then Sl· = 0, k < l ~ N 
(after points 3 and 4 of the MA). 
Let us then suppose that we have a strict minimum (the only case that 
interests us!) of {Cil+Sl- 1

}, for 1 ~ i ~ l, at line i (1 ~ i < i*), this is: 

Hence, 

and 

min {Cu+Sl- 1}=Cfi+Sf- 1
, l~i<i* 

1 ~i~ l 

C Sl- 1 c sl-1 c ( . t . . ) ii + , < , .. 1 + ;• = ;•1 stnc m1mmum 

Cy < C;•~> 1 ~ i < i* ~ k < I 

This inequality is easily generalized to 

(1) 

If i = 1 we could never have found S~ = 0 by points 3 and 4 of MA, by the 
preceding inequalities and because Si' = 0, m ~ 1. 
If i > 1, with Sf ~ S;• and S~ = 0 by hypothesis, then by points 3 and 4 of MA 

and inequalities (1), S~ = 0, what contradicts the initial assumption. So, in case 

line i* (i* > 1) is the first one to be found with s~. = 0, 1 < i* ~ k, we don't 
need to consider lines i < i* for the computation of the A./s, j > k. 
To complete the proof we should analyse the cases when i* is not the first line 
(after line 1) to be found with s~. = 0. Then a similar reasoning applies, with the 
little difference that the role of line 1 in the first part of the proof is now taken 
by line i (i < i*) in which s~ - 1 = 0. • 

P.S 

In a problem with non-decreasing setup costs (S; ~ S; + 1> i = 1, ... , N -1) 
condition C;i ~ A.i of point 6 of MA may be suppressed if for each j the greater 
i (i ~ j) is found such that S{ = 0. 

Proof. Point 6 of MA starts with j =N. Let i* be the greater i such that 
sr. = o. 
Assume that ci*N > A.N. Then sr.-l = 0, after points 3 and 4 of MA. Now using 
P.4 we conclude that to compute A.N there is no need to consider the lines below 
line i*. But demand of period N cannot be satisfied from any period i > i* in an 
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optimal program because i* is the greater i such that S~ = 0. So, 

A.N = min{C .. N+s~- 1 } = C;•w+S~- 1 

and then c,..N :::;;: A.N, what contradicts the initial assumption. 
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To complete the proof we just follow points 6, 7 and 8 of MA and apply 
a similar reasoning, first with j = i* -1, if i* -1 > 0, and so on. 

Nowy algorytm rozwhtzywania zadao ustalenia dlug6Sci partii towaru 

W pracy przedstawiono uproszczony algorytm macierzowy dla rozwi~zywania zadan ustala
nia dlugoSci partii towaru. Jest on uproszczeniem znanego dot<~d algorytmu macierzowego [1]. 

Okre5lono szerok'l 1clas~ zadan i podano kryteria optymalnosci, przy kt6rych uproszczony 
algorytm macierzowy zbiega do rozwi'lzania optymalnego. Na przykladach numerycznych 
przedstawiono jego efektywnosc. 

Hooblii a.JirOpHTM peweHHH 3a.Z.a'l onpe.z.e.~~ennH oeJIH'IHMLI napTHH TOBapa 

B pa6oTe npeJJ.crasneH ynpomeHHbm MaTpH'IHhiii anropHTM JlJljl pemeHIDI 3aJJ.a'l onpe.nene
HHJI BeJJH'IHMhl napTHH TOBapa. OH JIBJJlleTCll ynpOll\eHHeM paHee H3BeCTHOfO MaTpH'IHOrO 
anropHTMa [1]. 

Onpe}J.eJieH WHpOKHH KJJaCC 3a}J.a'l H JlaHhl KpHTepHH ODTHMaJihHOCTH, DpH KOTOpblX 
ynpOll\eHHhrH MaTpH'IHblii anrOpHTM }J.aeT 6JJH3Koe K ODTHMaJlbHOMY pemeHHe. Tipe_ilCTaBJJeHa Ha 
'IHCJJeHHbiX npHMepax ero J<j><j>eKTHBHOCTb. 
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